ELKS CHRISTMAS BASKET/TREE OF GIVING PROGRAM

Each year many organizations throughout Wallowa County engage in the Elks Christmas Baskets and the Tree of Giving. This is an effort to ensure everyone in our county has a Very Merry Christmas with a nice meal and gifts for the kids! Each family will receive a Christmas dinner food basket for their family, and kids ages birth to 17 will receive a thoughtful gift! If you’re a single adult living alone, you may also receive a nice meal and a special gift!

If you wish to receive a basket, please complete this form and return it by November 24th, 2021 or ASAP!!! Mail to the Elks Lodge, PO Box K, Enterprise, OR 97828. Drop off at Enterprise, Joseph, Lostine or Wallowa City Hall, Community Connections or to the Wallowa County Justice Center. OR e-mail to tracker@co.wallowa.or.us

Where can we find you and what’s on the Wish List!!!? Please print and fill in all lines!!

Name: ______________________________ Are you a Single Adult? _________

Phone Number: ____________________ Number of People in Household __________

Delivery Street address: __________________________________________ City: __________

Directions to House: __________________________________________

Child Information- please circle youth(Y) or adult(A) sizes for each child and be specific with suggestions.

GIRLS (how many?) ______

Age ___ Y/A clothing size___ Shoe size ___ Gift Suggestions: ________________________________

Age ___ Y/A clothing size___ Shoe size ___ Gift Suggestions: ________________________________

Age ___ Y/A clothing size___ Shoe size ___ Gift Suggestions: ________________________________

Age ___ Y/A clothing size___ Shoe size ___ Gift Suggestions: ________________________________

BOYS (how many?) ______

Age ___ Y/A clothing size___ Shoe size ___ Gift Suggestions: ________________________________

Age ___ Y/A clothing size___ Shoe size ___ Gift Suggestions: ________________________________

Age ___ Y/A clothing size___ Shoe size ___ Gift Suggestions: ________________________________

Age ___ Y/A clothing size___ Shoe size ___ Gift Suggestions: ________________________________

**Food Baskets and Gifts will be delivered on Saturday, December 18th**

If you have any questions please contact:
Hailee McClure at (541) 426-3151 ext. 2302 or tracker@co.wallowa.or.us